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Oyester Homes Chennai Private Ltd was founded in the year 2008.

It is strong with trust and quality as much as its solid foundations.

We have grown to become one of the leading builders in Chennai.

Our buildings stand as testimony to our ...
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About Us

Oyester Homes Chennai Private Ltd was founded in the year 2008. It is strong with trust and quality

as much as its solid foundations. We have grown to become one of the leading builders in Chennai.

Our buildings stand as testimony to our commitment. We have a team of trained professionals who

ensure that each and every construction activity is done with the best craftsmanship. We design

homes that cater your requirements and expectations. 

In this challenging and highly competitive environment, Oyester assures the finest quality to

conscious homebuyers and ensures that their hard-earned money will always get them the best

value. The company's journey to the future is marked with exciting flats in Chennai and we welcome

you to be part of our growth and prosperity. Oyester Homes is committed to providing you a higher

quality of life and redefining standard of living through innovative real estate products. We distinctively

differentiate ourselves through our unvarying focus on 3 core values - Customer Centricity, Quality

and Transparency. A Logo is designed for a company to represent themselves within a word or

symbol. Likewise Oyester's logo itself explains the company's intention and its aim. It also reveals the

capacity of Oyester Homes. The outline of the logo represents a "Shell". The inner part of the logo

represents as a "Pearl" which means Oyester by being as a shell cares their customers as Pearls.

The Hexagon aspect describes that Oyester concentrates on...

For more information, please visit
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RESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS

Thirumullaivoyal Residential
Apartment

Gerugambakkam Residential
Apartment

Brindavanam Residential
Apartment

Gerugambakkam Residential
Apartment
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OTHER SERVICES

Santhoshvanam Korattur Oyester Adarshvanam
Valasaravakkam Residential
Property

Gerugampakkam Residential
Apartment

Thiruvanam Thiruverkadu
Residential Property
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Real Estate / Builders / Contractors



CONTACT US

Oyester Homes Chennai Pvt. Ltd.
Contact Person: Vijay 

24/11, 5th Street X Block, Anna Nagar 
Chennai - 600040, Tamil Nadu, India
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